






City Development Department

Office of the Director

City of Kansas City. Missouri
Heart of America

15th Floor. City Hall
Kansas City. Missouri 64106 816274-1841

August, 1978

To: Mayor Charles B. Wheeler; Members of the City Council, Robert A. Kipp,
City Manager

From: Joseph E. Vitt, Director, City Development Department

I am pleased to present this first edition of the Kansas City Urban Design Guide-
book for your review and use. This book is one in a series of departmental products
intended for general use by the public in helping to promote and improve the value
of Kansas City as a place for people to work and live.

A city's present and future value depends upon thousands of incremental and
individual investment decisions made daily by homeowners, business firms, institu-
tions, developers and public agencies. Nowhere are the results of these decisions
more evident than in the creation and enhancement of the city's physical and visual
character.

The principal focus of this guidebook is on Kansas City's character. By character,
we mean that group of characteristics that combine to give the city its unique and
distinctive qualities. The character of a city, as revealed through its physical and
visual development, affects the city's value and attractiveness in several ways:

- it directly affects the real estate value of individual properties, neighborhoods
and centers

- it directly affects people's sense of obligation toward their own properties and
toward the neighborhoods and centers in which they live and work

- it directly affects people's personal enjoyment of the city, since well designed
and vivid environments provide high levels of human satisfaction

- it directly affects the overall investment climate of the city as seen by busi-
nessesand homeowners.

This guidebook is intended as a working document. As new and better suggestions
are made, we intend to incorporate them into future editions. Your suggestions,
especially, are most welcome.
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F0u r basic aspects of character are
important to people in deciding where to
live and do business.

1. Safety and Security
People want to live and work where
provisions have been made for traffic
safety, crime deterrence and personal
privacy.

2. Communication

People enjoy Iiving and working where
there are places for meeting people and
where information is readily available in
the environment.

2 Introduction
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3. Accessibility
People value convenience and economy in
getting from place to place.

4. Beauty
People appreciate surroundings of natural
and man-made features which inspire
creativity and a re-energizing of mind and
body.

These aspects of character are derived from
the organization and appearance of the city's
buildings, spaces, streets, and landscape.

Introduction 3
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The character of land development is the
result of thousands of incremental and
individual investment decisions made daily
by homeowners, developers, business firms,
institutions, and public agencies.

These separate investors sometimes act
together, sometimes act independently, and
often act without the ability to coordinate
with each other.

The challenge of improving the city's
character is one of coordinating the
organ ization and appearance of land
development investments, such that the
character of each investment reinforces the
value of previous investments and enhances
the climate for future investments.

4 Introduction
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This Urban Design Guidebook outlines ways
in which the city's character can be
improved through coordination of public
and private land development investments.

It does this by providing a common basefor
understanding what qualities contribute to
the city's character.

- It identifies 18 valuable characteristics to
be found in many of the distinctive parts of
Kansas City.

These are discussed separately in sections on

the city's NEIGHBORHOODS
the city's MAJOR STREETS AND
CENTERS
the city's LAN DSCAPE
the city's BUI LDINGS

- It makes suggestions and describes techni-
ques for enhancing these characteristics in
the city's existing areas, in newly-developing
areasand in redevelopment areas.

- It identifies steps for developers, home-
owners, business firms and the City to take
in carrying out these techniques through the
coordination of their own investments.

This report also hopes to accomplish the fol-
lowing th ings:

- It hopes to increase public understanding
of the city's character and its importance.

- It hopes to become a catalyst for further
ideas and even better suggestions than are
contained here.

- It hopes to contribute toward the creation
of a "common ethic" for both public and
private Iand development in Kansas City.

Introduction 5
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There is general agreement about what
makes a neighborhood a good place to live.

-From a design standpoint, people want a
neighborhood environment with a sense
of identity, fostering friend liness, mutual
concern among neighbors and a
commitment to property maintenance.

-People want a neighborhood with
well-designed homes which meet their
personal and family needs today and in
the future.

-People also want to live where shops and
gathering places are close and convenient,
not only to conduct personal business but
to get together with neighbors as well.

-Kansas Citians also want to live in a
neighborhood in which adults and
children can get around easily and safely,
whether by car, bicycle or foot.

Neighborhoods 9
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Neighborhoods

A1
Identity helps to make a neighborhood a desirable place to live.

Identity comes from a combination of qualities which make a neighborhood distinctive and attractive--qualities which
foster the neighborly instincts of friendliness, mutual concern and a commitment to property maintenance.

Suggestion A 1.1

A basic theme can help to create a feeling of
unity among neighbors.

A theme can be a neighborhood name,
symbol or distinctive style of building.

Technique A 1.1a

A neighborhood name can be derived from
unique geographic features {"Blue Hills",
"Wau-Lin-Cree"}, from a nearby park
{"Budd Park"}, or from historical events
{"Westport"} .

Technique A 1.1b

A symbol can be identified to evoke an
attractive, unique image of a neighborhood.

The Columbus Park logo denotes the heri-
tage of an Italian neighborhood. A brick
street expresses Roanoke's turn-of-the-
centu ry ch aracter.

10 Neighborhoods
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A1
Technique A 1.1 c

A common architectural style provides visual
continuity.

A common style can consist of repetitive
materials,

similar decorative details

or harmonious siting of buildings.

Neighborhoods 11
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A1
Suggestion A 1.2

Distinct boundaries can distinguish one
neighborhood from another.

Boundaries in the form of gateways, na-
tural edges or parkways provide an attrac-
tive visual break between adjacent neigh-
borhoods.

Technique A 1.2a

Gateways define a boundary with inviting
entrances.

Technique A 1.2b

Natural edges dramatize a neighborhood's
sense of place.

Wooded bluffs surrounding the Observa-
tion Hill (Westside) neighborhood en-
hance its hilltop identity.

Technique A 1.2c

A parkway forms a distinctive boundary that
makes a neighborhood look attractive to
people passing by from other parts of the
city.

12 Neighborhoods
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A1
Suggestion A 1.3

Identity can be attained from visual or
historic focal points.

Focal points can be highly visible yet
blend into the character of the
neigh borhood.

Technique A 1.3a

A tall building, steeple or monument can
provide a visual reminder of a
neighborhood's identity.

A tower can also provide visual orienta-
tion to the neighborhood center.

Technique A 1.3b

The presence of an historic property can in-
crease neighborhood self-esteem and prop-
erty values on the block and beyond.

Neighborhoods 13
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A1
Suggestion A 1.4

A sense of order can help give a
neighborhood identity.

An easy-to-understand organization of
streets, residences and community facili-
ties can help to strengthen ties among
neighbors within walking distance and can
enhance the impression of the neighbor-
hood to visitors.

Technique A 1.4a

Movement with in a neigh borhood is easy to
comprehend when a hierarchy of streets
exists.

A hierarchy is a system whereby "collec-
tor" streets carry traffic from bordering
"arterials" to "residential streets".

The hierarchy permits residences to be lo-
cated in small, identifiable groups.

Technique A 1.4b

Maps can clarify a person's location with
respect to streets and special features.

Maps drawn in three-dimension can show
actual buildings, for improving legibility
and revealing neighborhood assets.

14 Neighborhoods
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A1
Technique A 1.4c

Where street names and house numbers are
uniformly legible, a feeling of order is con-
veyed to neighborhood visitors.

Technique A 1.4d

A sense of place can be enhanced with views
and vistas toward landmarks outside the
neighborhood.

Technique A 1.4e

Small parks, curving streets or cluster
development can be used to break up the
monotony of large numbers of similar
dwell ing types.

Neighborhoods 15
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A1
Suggestion A 1.5

Territoriality can improve neighborhood
security.

Territoriality is a combination of techni-
ques for distinguishing private, semi-
private and semi-public areas of a
neighborhood. It helps residents provide
their own security through self-supervis-
ion of areas.

Technique A 1.5a

Secure, private outdoor space can be pro-
vided for any type of house or apartment.

One effective way to create a secure, pri-
vate outdoor patio for townhouses and
apartments is to raise the patio and en-
close it with a low wall such that occu-
pants can see out without others seeing in.

Chain link fences provide effective secur-
ity, but are apt to become unattractive
from denting or corrosion unless they are
camouflaged with shrubbery or vines.

16 Neighborhoods
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A1
Technique A 1.5b

Low hedges, fences, walls or changes in
grade can symbolically discourage people
from intruding onto semi-private yards.

Where more effective security is needed,
high, open fences (such as wrought iron)
can be used without hiding the character
of the house.

Neighborhoods 17
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A1
Technique A 1.5c

Neighborliness is enhanced where semi-pub-
lic spaces beyond the house are considered
to be an extension of the home and under
the informal control of a small group of
neighbors.

Where semi-public spaces exist, neighbors
have a tendency to use them, maintain
them, monitor children playing in them
and police them for potential criminals or
vandals.

Rear-yard semi-public spaces can be
created in both single-family and multi-
family areas.

18 Neighborhoods
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A1
Front-yard semi-public spaces can be
created by grouping homes around a small
park in the center of a cul-de-sac.

or around an "eyebrow".

Townhouses and apartments can also be
grouped around a central park, creating a
safe and secure play area for young
children.

Neighborhoods 19
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A1
Technique A 1.5d

Secu rity in apartment developments is.
facilitated by creating private entrances from
the outdoors or, where this is not possible,
by minimizing the number of apartments
sharing a common hallway.

In high-rises, useable common areas are
more apt to be informally supervised.

Direct access to the recreation area
facilitates active use and supervision.

At Wa u- Lin-Cree, each apartment is
directly accessible from the outdoors
from visible, weather-protected stairs. A
small number of apartments share each
stair. Both parking and open space are
reached directly from the stair.

20 Neighborhoods
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A1
Suggestion A 1.6

A well-maintained environment can create a
positive image.

Technique A 1.6a

N e i ghborh ood attractiveness can be en-
hanced by eliminating

-vehicles abandoned or being repaired on
the street
-parking on grass

-paved front yards

-trash

-standing water from faulty drainage

-broken curbs and potholes

- inharmonious signs, billboards and
utility poles and wires

-conflicts between trees and utility wires
(wires can be shifted, placed underground
or moved to rear yard easements)

Neighborhoods 21
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A2
Homes that meet the personal needs of present and prospective residents help
maintain a neighborhood's value.

Neighborhoods are able to maintain their value when they meet basic housing needs that don't change over time--
privacy, individuality and neighborliness, as well as meeting needs which do change over time--housing size and style.

Suggestion A2.1

A balance between housing similarity and
variety can facilitate neighborliness and
stability.

Similar housing fosters close associations
among neighbors while a variety accom-
modates changing household needs over
time.

Technique A2.1 a

People often want the opportunity to select
a place to live where their closest neighbors
have similar interests, lifestyles and values
regarding property maintenance.

Neighborly activities such as emergency
assistance, borrowing of tools or food or
sidewalk socializing are facilitated among
small groups of people with similar values.

22 Neighborhoods
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A2
Technique A2.1 b

A variety of housing types permits a neigh-
borhood to gradually adjust to changing
household tastes and needs over time.

A variety of housing types, sizes and costs
allows fami lies to remain in the neighbor-
hood as their household size or income
changes over time.

The location of different types can be
determined from land values.

Developers have successfully mixed
different housing types within new
suburban developments.

Neighborhoods 23
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A2
Technique A2.1 c

A wide variety of neighborhoods can help
Kansas City attract and retain a diverse pop-
ulation.

A diverse population is needed to meet
the labor force requirements of Kansas
City's economy. A diverse population is
needed to create the cultural diversity
which makes the city an exciting place to
live.

All types of housing are needed to meet
these potential markets, including single
fami Iy houses, cluster houses, ...

patio houses, ...

townhouses on both urban and suburban
sites, ...

24 Neighborhoods
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A2
"maisonettes" (townhouse above and
apartme nt below), ...

urban and suburban garden apartments,

suburban townhouses and mid-rise
apartments, ...

and high-rise apartments.

Neighborhoods 25
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A2
Suggestion A2.2

Homes can be built or remodeled to improve
privacy.

No matter what the lot size, privacy can
be achieved by shielding portions of the
lot from the sight and, if possible, the
sounds of neighbors.

Technique A2.2a

Ground-floor privacy can be created with
landscaping or fences or by framing a patio
with the house itself.

Landscaping is sometimes preferable to
fences because of its compatibility with
other styles of dwellings on the block.

Technique A2.2b

Patios and balconies above the ground in
apartment developments can also be made
reasonably private.

Staggered rather than stacked balconies
afford added privacy. Balconies and patios
can also be made useable and private on
cold or rainy days with canopies, wind-
breaks or "greenhouse" treatment.

26 Neighborhoods
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A2
Suggestion A2.3

Individuality can be achieved in any price
range.

Good site planning and landscaping can
help to avoid monotony in subdivision
Iayouts, townhouse developments or
apartment complexes.

Technique A2.3a

Repetitiveness in building design can be
avoided by site planning which creates
unique views from each residence.

A view onto open space is of more value
than exposure to the sights and sounds of
a large parking lot.

Technique A2.3b

Landscaping is an effective way to indivi-
dualize a home and maintain a harmonious
appearance with neighboring residences.

Neighborhoods 27
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A2
Suggestion A2.4

A mix of newer and older housing can facili-
tate continuous neighborhood revitalization.

Dwelling age variation can prevent all resi-
dences in a neighborhood from becoming
outlived at the same time. A variety of
housing ages will provide the opportunity
for gradual renovation and redevelopment
in the future.

Technique A2.4a

Creating age variation in a neighborhood
from the start may require public land bank-
ing.

A land banking program can be adminis-
tered in the form of incentives for de-
laying development on properties within a
developing area.
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A2·
Technique A2.4b

Harmonious infill development can generate
the revitalization of older neighborhoods.

Where there is a demand for additional
housing in an older neighborhood because
of its character and convenient location,
infill development of new townhouses and
apartments can take place without des-
troying the character of the neighborhood.

TD R or Transfer of Development Rights
can help reduce the pressure to demolish
properties of historic or aesthetic value by
permitting their owners to share in the re-
wards of new development on nearby
sites.

Under TD R, a realistic average zoning
density is set for the neighborhood as a
whole. Developers are then able to build
on under-utilized sites at densities higher
than the average for the neighborhood by
purchasing development rights from near-
by property owners who prefer to retain
their existing buildings at a lower density.
The ordinance can distinguish areas in
need of protection from those more
suited to redevelopment.
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A3
Convenient shops and services are desirable for both personal business and
getting together with neighbors.

The convenience of a neighborhood's gathering places can be measured by how well these facilities are located to
serve the needs of residents.

Suggestion A3.1

Neighborhood vitality can be enhanced
where there is a center containing a mix of
neighborhood facilities.

Having a place where shops, offices, a
park and a school are located in close
proximity permits a person to perform a
sequence of activities on a single trip,
economizing on travel time and cost as
well as making routine errands more
enjoyable.

For example, a shopping trip can be com-
bined with lunch, a visit to the dentist and
a game of tennis. Children can meet
friendsafter school at the center without
having to be driven there by parents.

Technique A3.1 a

Mixed use centers can be created in new
neighborhoods by coordinating private and
public site selection efforts.

When retail shops are about to be built to
serve a newly developing area, surround-
ing property can be planned for future
development of reinforcing private and
public facilities.
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A3
Technique A3.1 b

Off ices, restau rants, recreation facil ities,
theaters and schools can be added to existing
suburban shopping centers by relocating
parking spaces or service drives or by bu ild-
ing on adjoining vacant land.

Technique A3.1c

Where centers contain a scattered mix of
facilities, pedestrian circulation can be im-
proved with connecting walkways.
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A3
Technique A3.1 d

In neighborhoods where shops, schools,
parks and commu nity services are remote
from one another there may be
opportunities to improve the connections
between them with widened walks,
pedestrian lighting and distinctive
landscaping.
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A3
Suggestion A3.2

A gathering place in a center can provide a
setting for neighborhood activities.

One of the appealing elements of small
town living which can be provided in any
neighborhood is the town square--an
active place where people can go for con-
certs, pep rallies, farmers' markets, side-
walk sales, carnivals or just a routine place
to social ize.
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A3
Technique A3.2a

A gathering place can form the focus of new
shopping centers.

A center can be designed like a bazaar,
with small courtyards between groups of
shops.
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A3
Technique A3.2b

A gathering place can be added to existing
surburban shopping centers.

Parking spaces can be moved to create a
plaza at the "elbow" of an L-shaped
center.

A neglected creek can be turned into a
promenade with sitting areas, a sidewalk
cafe and a bridge to adjoining residences.
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A3
Technique A3.2c

In older centers, gathering places can be
created from "found space".

Gathering places can be created by
widening the sidewalk, by landscaping
vacant lots between or behind shops, or
by developing a pedestrian mall or
semi-mall with parking in the rear.
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A3
Open spaces in Westport have been
created between and behind buildings.

Streets can be realigned to connect
islands of open space to adjoining
shops.
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A3
Suggestion A3.3

A variety of places for recreation can meet
the needs of adults and children of all ages.

Places for jogging, tennis, bicycling, water
sports and other leisure-time activities add
value to a neighborhood. Small parks
close to home are especially desirable for
use by young children.

Technique A3.3a

Growing recreational demand can be met by
continuing to expand Kansas City's park and
boulevard system into all neighborhoods.
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A3
Neighborhood value is enhanced where
parks are visible from the street.
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A3
Technique A3.3c

New parks can be created in existing neigh-
borhoods without costly land acquisition,
demolition and relocation.

Small parks can be developed at the end
of a block at the intersection with a busy
street,

or in the center of a street which is not
heavily traveled,

or on a vacated segment of a street.

Vacant corner lots make good park sites
because they are visible from four direc-
tions and are less likely to be disturbing to
adjoining residents than mid-block lots.
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A4
The ability to get around easily and safely is essential to neighborhood livability.

Safety and ease of movement are achieved where streets and walks are designed to carry compatible types of traffic.

Suggestion A4.1

The system of streets and walks in new
developments can be designed to improve
access and reduce the dangers of accidents
between motorists, pedestrians and bicy-
clists.

Technique A4.1 a

Traffic in newly developing neighborhoods
can be effectively distributed with a h ier-
archy of streets.

"Arterials" and "boulevards" carry
through-traffic along the edges of the
neighborhood, where curb cuts and inter-
sections are widely spaced to permit
higher safe traffic speeds and volumes.
Major traffic generators, such as regional
shopping centers and large office com-
plexes have access from these primary
streets.

Traffic enters the neighborhood by way
of a "collector street", which carries traf-
fic directly to each "residential street"
without passing through other residential
streets. Places which generate peaks of
traffic, such as schools, churches, shops
and recreation facilities, have direct access
from the collector street.

Children can play on "residential streets'ln
safety because the traffic is limited to
occasional vehicles serving only those
households on the street.
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A4
Technique A4.1 b

Pavement widths can be established by
traffic and parking requirements.

Where traffic volumes are low, a single
moving lane can be adequate as long as
there is room to pullover to allow an
oncoming vehicle to pass.

Where adequate parking is provided on
site, additional parking spaces within the
right-of-way can be kept to a minimum.
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A4
Technique A4.1 d

Safe and attractive provisrons for pedes-
trians, bicyclists, and recreation can be
created by developing superblocks.

Residences are grouped on short non-
through streets.
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A4
In order to avoid the dangers, fumes, and
noise of traffic,

pedestrians, joggers, and bicyclists are pro-
vided with a separate greenway network.
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-A4
Superblocks can be used in single family
as well as townhouse or apartment
developments. Developers often mix
different types of housing on the same
superblock.

The minor residential cui-de-sacs or loop
roads need not be larger than needed for
maneuvering an automobile at 5-10 miles
per hour. The use of small fire trucks and
ambulances can enable these safer, more
economical streets to be built without
sacrificing emergency access.

Utility costs can also be minimized be-
cause of the ease with which superblocks
can be fitted to the terrain.

Access to the greenway can be provided
directly from back yards or from the end
of the cul-de-sac.
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A4
Technique A4.1 e

Connections from each superblock to neigh-
borhood schools and shopping can be made
along parkway open space.

Future parkway rights-of-way can be used
for walking and bicycling before the area
is fully developed and before the parkway
is actually built.
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A4
Suggestion A4.2

Streets and walks in existing neighborhoods
can be modified to avoid through traffic, to
improve safety for children, to enhance the
beauty of the block and to create neighbor-
hood gathering places.

Technique A4.2a

Curb neckings can be used at intersections to
slow traffic and create a landscaped gateway
to the block.

On long blocks, mid-block neckings can
also be employed.

Technique A4.2b

Diverters can be used to avoid th rough traf-
fic on residential streets.

Diverters can be located to create contin-
uous paths to school with as few street
crossings as possible.

Where needed, diverters can be designed
to permit passage of emergency vehicles.
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A4
Technique A4.2c

Cul-de-sacs can be created to reduce the
number of intersections along busy arterial
streets.

Cul-de-sacs can provide small play areas
close to home for young children and
supervising adults.

Technique A4.2d

Some neighborhood streets can be designed
to include pedestrianways and bikeways.

Overly-wide neighborhood streets can be
narrowed to create room for pedestrian
and bicycle paths plus a buffer strip be-
tween them and the street. A slight curve
in the pavement alignment can add an
appearance of graciousness to the block.

Some short streets can be closed for addi-
tional open space around the neiqhbor-
hood school or an historic building.
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A4
Suggestion A4.3

Lighting can enhance evening activity and
traffic safety in the neighborhood.

Technique A4.3a

Low-glare, cutoff fixtures can improve traf-
fic safety without annoyance or energy
waste.

Low-glare, cutoff fixtures direct light onto
the street where its needed. Because of
the angle of reflection in the fixture, little
light shines directly into drivers' eyes or
into the sky.
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A4
Technique A4.3b

Low-height sidewalk lighting improves
security and makes evening walks inviting.

An even glow of light beneath the spread
of tree branches improves visibility by
illuminating vertical objects and avoiding
shadows from the trees.

Lighting color which resembles daylight
or the incandescent spectrum is the most
appealing.
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Maintaining the value of major development
investments depends on the continued use of
some very important development princi-
ples.

-Economic and community values are
rna intained where jobs, shopping centers,
recreation areas and other services are
convenient to neighborhoods and to each
other.

-The value of development is enhanced
when access is made safe and efficient.
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-Development values are enhanced by
pedestrian movement and places to gather
which reflect people's desires to work,
shop and play in a livable environment.

-The appeal of the city as a place to live
and work is improved when its order and
vitality are visible to the public.
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Major Streets and Centers

81
Kansas City's business, its livability and its development climate depend upon the
convenience of jobs, shopping centers and other services.

Convenience is measured by the proximity of businesses to each other and to the customers they serve.

Suggestion B1.1

Individual businesses can benefit from loca-
tions among related businesses in mixed use
centers.

To meet the preference of people to make
multi-purpose trips, shopping centers can
be restructured into mixed-use centers,
which include offices, recreation, enter-
tainment, cultural facilities, schools,
libraries and apartments.

Businesses in mixed use centers can
economize on overhead by sharing com-
mon services such as parking, delivery
areas and public open space.

The Country Club Plaza became the
nation's first planned mixed use center in
the 1920's because its developer acquired
enough land for a complete mix of uses.
The evolution of the city's other shopping
centers into mixed-use centers requires
the coordination of the actions of
numerous land owners and developers.
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81
Technique 81.1 a

Shopping centers about to be built can be
planned for later expansion into mixed-use
centers.

When it is evident that the market will
warrant a number of commercial develop-
ments at an intersection, street improve-
ments can be made beforehand to facili-
tate the efficiency of future circu lation
between the facilities within the center.

A "development framework", consisting
of internal parking connections, a bypass
for through traffic, and a pedestrian circu-
lation system, is one way to effectively
separate incompatible types of traffic to
avoid congestion and make all types of
development possible--from independent
auto-oriented uses to highly reinforcing,
pedestrian connected shops, offices and
restau rants.
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81
Technique B1.1b

Recently built centers can accommodate
market demand for growth without ex-
panding into adjacent residential areas.

In many centers it is difficu It to convert
land from parking to revenue-generating
uses becau se widely-spread buildings
necessitate an extensive internal traffic
circulation network with very little build-
ing coverage. In other centers, land may
may be available for expansion, but addi-
tional development is extremely difficult Traffic conqestion in a shopping center
becauseit would causethe accessroadsto
exceedacceptable levelsof congestion. Perimeter road to relieve congestion and create development sites

New development opportunities can be
created by routing most of the through
traffic and parking-destined traffic to the
perimeter of the center. The central
intersection can then be used for internal
traffic and pedestrian movement, creating
an opportunity for new office, shopping
and entertainment facilities to be built
around the central intersection, joining
the existing shopping centers together
into a mixed usecenter.
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81
Technique B1.1 c

Shopping streets in the central city can be
restructured to accommodate modern mer-
chandising.

A first step can be taken to improve the
environment for shopping by widening
sidewalks and relocating curb parking to
off-street lots at the end of the rows of
shops.

As the market improves, a perimeter
bypass might be built to provide access to
new parking lots in the rear, making addi-
tional frontage along the shopping street
available for expansion.

A mall or semi-mall can be built to im-
prove the pedestrian connections between
shops.

If designed with properly landscaped buf-
fers and setbacks, the attractiveness of the
bypass road and the parking areas can in-
crease property values on the adjacent
residential streets.
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81
Technique B 1.1d

Businesses along a commercial strip can be
organized to reinforce each other.

Businesses with similar vehicular access
requirements located near each other can
emp loy joint-access cu rb cuts and shared
parking to save costs and improve
accessibility.

Pedestrian connections can be made
where setbacks are similar. If the eventual
conversion of the strip to a shopping
street is possible, new buildings could be
located close to the street right-of-way,
with parking and an easement for a future
parking feeder bypass provided at the
rear.

Technique B 1.1e

Businesses selling automobiles, furniture or
other goods from large warehouses can be
grouped into special commercial districts to
facilitate comparative shopping.
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81
Technique B1.1f

Public facilities and events can improve
retailing in a center.

Schools, colleges, post offices, libraries,
hospitals and public agency offices pro-
vide customers for the businesses in the
center.

Semi-public facilities such as churches,
private schools, health clubs, art centers
and a YMCA broaden the range of services
in the center, adding to its vitality.

A fire station provides children with the
opportunity to talk with the firemen and
see and touch the fire trucks.

A sense of community support is enjoyed
by businesses in a mixed-use center be-
cause neighborhood value is closely tied
to the quality of these public services.

Public events, such as concerts and fairs
provide enjoyable experiences that induce
people to shop in a center on a regular
basis.
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81
Suggestion B1.2

The value of a commercial development can
be strengthened by reducing distances to
customers.

The time spent in getting to and around a
shopping center can be relatively brief
when the distances are short.

Technique 81.2a

A large percentage of a center's market can
be created by locating higher density resi-
dences and offices within close proximity of
the center.

The closer a residence or office is located
to a center, the more likely its occupants
will choose to patronize that center over
others nearby. People living within 1/2 -
3/4 mile of a center, will likely do virtu-
ally all their shopping at that center.
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81
Within an existing shopping center, large
sites can be made available for higher
density housing or offices by relocating,
decking and sharing parking, in a manner
similar to the ongoing expansion of the
Country Club Plaza.

Where there already is a development of
higher density housing close to a shopping
center, a direct and pleasant pedestrian
walkway from home to the center would
increase its convenience over other cen-
ters.
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81
Major centers in the central city such as
Westport, Valentine, Crown Center,
Downtown, the Plaza, Brookside, the
Landing and Waldo are appealing to many
Kansas Citians because of their cultural,
recreational and entertainment activities
as well as the wide variety of shops.

A potential market for urbane living envir-
onments close to these centers can be met
by developing townhouses and apartments
on surrounding parcels of land, which
often are either vacant, in outmoded in-
dustrial uses or being land-banked as
parking.

A mix of renovation and new construc-
tion can meet market demand for addi-
tional housing without disrupting the
character of the neighborhood.
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81
Technique B1.2b

Customer access between facilities within a
center can be improved with the conven-
ience of parking spaces shared by businesses.

In a planned shopping center, shared park-
ing minimizes the total land area needed
for parking, facilitating shorter walks and
making shuttle bus service between build-
ings possible.

Shared parking can also be utilized by
businesses with different hours or days of
parking needs. For example, shops, rests-
rants, theaters, residences or churcr.,
could share parking spaces with each
other because each has different.peak per-
iod parking requirements.

In an older strip or group of shops, shared
parking can be the most effective way to
assemble the kind of easy-to-reach consol-
idated parking lots that competitive
suburban centers offer.
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81
Suggestion 81.3

The regional corridor can provide a unique
place for businesses needing central
locations.

Kansas City's regional corrioor is the area
of major development investments from
Downtown to the Country Club Plaza/
UMKC area.
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81
Technique B1.3a

Additional development can be generated
along the existing corridor of investment on
Broadway/Grand Avenue with coordinated
traffic and transit improvements.

Attraction and retention of businesses and
residents in th is corridor depends upon
both the ease of automobile access from
outside the area and the brevity and com-
fort of movement between places within
the corridor.

North-south automobile access from out-
side the area can be accommodated on
Southwest Trafficway and Gillham
Road/Oak Street (the peripheral streets)
allowing transit, pedestrian and local auto-
mobile circulation to be emphasized on
Broadway, Grand and Main (the internal
streets).

The wide variety of business services, rest-
aurants, cultural, educational, recreational
and entertainment activities can be kept
in convenient juxtaposition by means of a
linear circulation spine primarily along
Broadway/Grand Avenue. The spine could
consist of a transit shuttle system and
boulevard between centers with pedes-
trianways and gathering places within
each center.
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81
Technique B1.3b

New development can be stimulated and
existing business can be retained Downtown
by implementing an arterial bypass loop and
a streetscape/skywal k system.

The marketability of Downtown as a pri-
mary business center of the region is
enhanced by good auto and bus access,
convenient parking and pleasant pedes-
trian circulation.

The routing of parking-destined traffic to
an arterial loop permits the development
of widened sidewalks and transitways on
pedestrian-intensive streets which, along
with skywalks, can provide attractive,
comfortable wal king connections with in
the concentration of businesses in the
Downtown core.

A mix of uses within a building further
enhances the proximity of retailing and
services to office and convention cus-
tomers.
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81
Technique B1.3c

The continuing vitality of retail, office and
residential development on the Country
Club Plaza can be enhanced by the reloca-
tion of through traffic to the periphery of
the center.
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82
Safe and efficient traffic movement between districts adds to the city's desirability
for living and working.

An efficient pattern of urban development is one in which streets can move traffic adequately during peak hours
without being overbuilt for most hours of demand.

Another measure of efficiency is the ability of bus and carpool services to provide convenient transportation, so that
all members of a family are not continually reliant upon a car to get from place to place.

Suggestion B2.1

Efficient traffic movement can be facilitated
by locating major developments along the
city's radial corridors.

Streets within corridors of mixed-use
development can be used close to capacity
during all hours of the day for shopping,
school and entertainment trips as well as
rush hour trips to and from work.

Turning motions and cross traffic are min-
imi zed with a linear pattern of develop-
ment, reducing congestion from decelera-
tion and changes in direction. A linear
arrangement of centers also provides for
convenient bus and carpool service.
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82,
Technique B2.1 a

The extension of radial freeways, arterials
and parkways into the expanding areas of
the city can facilitate an efficient corridor
pattern of mixed-use center developments.

Bridging the gap across the Blue River
with the Highway 71 corridor will help
the city's south area compete with acces-
sible suburbs for residential, office and
industrial development.

A strong network of radial corridors of
high accessibility improves the market-
abil ity of sites for a wide range of residen-
tial densities; from higher density near
corridor streets to lower density between
corridors. '
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82
Technique B2.1b

The corridor pattern of development in the
Country Club District can continue to pro-
vide serviceswith a minimal amount of traf-
fic congestion.

The easy-to-reach centers located along
the Country Club corridor can be planned
to accommodate sites for additional com-
mercial and public facilities, in order to
avoid the development of new free-
standing traffic generators.
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Technique 82.1 c

Central city commercial businesses can be
encouraged to consolidate into centers along
major transportation corridors.

Centers can be served by both through-
traffic parkways and local-traffic arterial
streets.

A modification of land use patterns makes
center development possible.
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82
Suggestion B2.2

The flow of traffic can be improved by sepa-
rating incompatible types of traffic.

Congestion and irregular traffic flow are
often due to traffic with different needs
sharing the same street. Congestion on
arterials can result from a mix of faster
through-traffic and slower, parking-
destined cars and trucks. At a shopping
center, the flow of parking-destined traf-
fic can be interrupted by even slower-
moving veh icles cutting across access
roads to get from one parking lot to
another. Within parking lots and on shop-
ping streets, vehicles and pedestrians are
often in each other's way.

Technique B2.2a

The system of parkways alternated with
com m e rc ial streets effectively separates
through-traffic from traffic destined for
shops and other public-serving businesses.

In the Central City and Country Club Dis-
trict, the boulevards and parkways carry
high volumes of traffic at moderate speeds
without the congestion experienced on
commercial streets with frequent curb
cuts and curb parking.

Boulevards and parkways also provide the
opportunity to develop a continuous
greenway system th rough out the city,
incorporating bicycle trails and sites for
larger neighborhood parks.

A similar network of alternating minor
parkways and arterials could be developed
in the expanding areas of the city.
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82
Technique B2.2b

A peripheral parking distributor road can
reduce congestion on streets approaching a
shopping center.

The parking distributor road can separate
arriving traffic from vehicles traveling
between shops and offices within the
center. The distributor can be in the form
of a bypass or as a loop road around a
congested intersection.

Peripheral access to a shopping center can
be further improved by separating slower
commercial traffic from faster parkway
traffic.
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82
Technique B2.2c

Pedestrian "fingers" from parking spaces to
the center can improve traffic flow as well as
pedestrian comfort and safety.

Technique B2.2d

A bypass leading to peripheral parking lots
at shopping areas in the central city can
reduce the congestion, danger, noise and air
pollution on the shopping street.
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82
Technique B2.2e

Positioning of curb cuts away from a major
intersection can reduce congestion.

By locating curb cuts to high-turnover
businesses such as gasoline stations and
fast-food restaurants as far from the inter-
section as possible, vehicles are able to re-
enter the street with minimal effect upon
turning movements at the intersection.
Joint-access drives to adjacent businesses
can improve the flow of traffic even
further.

Technique B2.2f

Narrow residential streets need not be used
for through traffic where parkways and
arterials are nearby.

Heavy traffic on residential streets can
affect property values by being annoying
to residents and dangerous for ch ild ren
playing in front yards.
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Suggestion 82.3

Limited access highways can be designed to
be a good neighbor to adjacent neigh-
borhoods.

Freeways and other major highways can
add value to adjacent residential proper-
ties with techniques for reducing noise
and air pollution and improving the
appearance of the roadway. The same
techniques can also help reduce accident
frequency and make a trip into a pleasant
experience.

Technique B2.3a

New limited access highways can be built in
the form of "express parkways".

An express parkway is a form of highway
which combines the advantage of both
freeways and parkways. Its characteristics
generally include:

-a freeway-size right-of-way for vehicu-
lar movement and recreation buffers

-a moderate speed limit for safety, maxi-
mu m capacity and frequent interchanges
to minimize backtracking on adjacent
streets

-the potential for inexpensive at-grade
interchanges where computerized
signalization can adjust between ex-
press traffic during rush hours to more
frequent turning movements during
off-peak hours

-safety strips of dense landscaping to
stop vehicles out of control, permitting
the buffer area to be used for recrea-
tion

-space for future lane additions and
transit vehicles
-shoulders of lattice construction to
reduce the apparent width of the pave-
ment, thereby reducing the tendency to
speed.
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82
Technique B2.3b

Characteristics of express parkways can be
incorporated into the city's freeways.

Improvements to existing freeways can
include:

-reduction of traffic speed to permit
greater capacity, greater safety, less noise
and less buffer requirement for runaway
vehicles

-dense strips of shrubbery to stop
vehicles out of control

-express bus lanes

-regrading of buffer areas for recreation
and open space uses

-lattice shoulders which reduce apparent
pavement width to lessen the tendency to
speed

-addition of new interchanges to serve
residential areas directly\and reduce con-
gestion at commercial interchanges.
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Kansas City's value is enhanced by its gathering places.

Kansas Citians enjoy an everyday lifestyle of social, cultural, recreational, and educational experiences within the
city's gathering places.

Suggestion 83.1

Open spaces in mixed-use centers can
serve as settings for community activities.

A variety of open spaces are needed for
community activities: spaces for festi-
vals ... spaces for gathering before and
after special events, before and after work
and during lunch ... spaces for walking
between shops and businesses ... spaces
where children begin to experience
society spaces for recreation of all
kinds spaces for everyday socializing
and face-to-face communication.
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83
Technique 83.1 a

A plaza can form the focus for mixed-use
centers of all sizes.

To reinforce surrounding shops, busi-
nesses and residences, a plaza can be de-
signed to stage a wide variety of activities,
including school festivals, sports rallies,
sidewalk sales, political campaign gather-
ings, art fairs and farmers' markets.

A plaza can be designed to include places
for adults to relax and meet neighbors
wh ile performing routine errands.

As a place for children to meet friends
and "hang out", a plaza can be designed
to connect shops with recreation facilities
such as a skating rink, swimming pool,
gym and tennis courts.

A plaza can be a hard-surfaced pedestrian
area

or a larger landscaped open space.
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83
Technique 83.1 b

Existing and future developments in
mixed-use centers can be joined with an
open spaceconnector.

An open space connector creates a front
yard for individual buildings and enables
occupants to reach other buildings direc-
tly by foot or by shuttle vehicle on the
connector.
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83
Technique B3.1c

On shopping streets in the central city, an
open space spine can be developed within
the street right-of-way.

In coordination with the construction of
common parking lots, "semi-malls" or
"malls" can be built, with widened side-
walks for accommodating shoppers in a
pleasant and protected manner similar to
shopping centers.
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83
Technique B3.1d

Along outlying commercial strips, building
entrances can be located to permit pedes-
trian circulation between businesses.

Business entrances can be connected by
building along the existing sidewalk with
parking in the rear.

Where shops have already been built with
a deep setback, the sidewalk could be
relocated from the vehicular right-of-way

to the entrances of the buildings it is
intended to serve.

Where there is a pedestrian wal kway along
an adjoining creek, businesses can have
exposure to the street as well as the walk-
way and gathering places along the creek.
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83
Technique B3.1 e

Widened, landscaped sidewalks and transit
shuttles on unique streets like Broadway and
Independence Avenue could strengthen the
distinctive urban quality that makes the
streets marketable for office, entertainment,
shopping, and institutional developments.

Exclusive lanes for shuttle buses or trol-
leys could facilitate quick movement for
people living and working on the Plaza,
along Broadway, in Crown Center and
Downtown.
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83
Technique B3.1f

A pedestrian zone can enhance the conven-
ience and excitement of working, shopping,
visiting and Iiving Downtown.

A variety of malls, plazas, transitways and
skywalks could improve the ability of
thousands of office workers, convention-
eers, shoppers and restaurant-goers to get
from place to place in comfort and safety.

By also providing places for events, con-
certs, exhibits and sidewalk cafes, the
pedestrian zone can become the most
exciting urban environment in the city.
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83

o Places for events and concerts
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83
Suggestion B3.2

Recreation facilities and intensive develop-
ment can be mutually reinforcing land uses.

Developers have demonstrated the life-
style appeal of open spaces and recreation
in the midst of office, residential and
retail complexes.

Technique B3.2a

The edges of public parks are appropriate
locations for developments which have high
concentrations of people.

With direct pedestrian access, parks can
provide open space for recreation and
release as well as views from surrounding
development.

Technique B3.2b

Attendance at sports events, amusement
facilities, art galleries and theaters can be
boosted when these facilities are located
close to restaurants and night clubs so that
people can combine the evenings primary
event with dining, socializing and entertain-
ment afterward.
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83
Suggestion B3.3

A network of bicycle routes would help
meet rising demand.

Bicycling is a means of travel and recrea-
tion for many adults as well as most child-
ren. For safety, bicycle routes can be
separated from vehicular traffic and from
pedestrians where congestion warrants.
Commu ter routes to work and school can
be designated with separate bicycle lanes.

Technique B3.3a

Parkways can provide one of the best oppor-
tunities for separate bicycle paths which
could be used for access to work, school or
shopping as well as for exercise.

Technique B3.3b

In areas with few parkways, a network of
routes can be created along low-traffic resi-
dential streets wh ich parallel major arterials.

Streets which are relatively flat with few
stop signs permit safe and steady speeds.
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84
The city is attractive where its order is understandable and its vitality is visible.

The first-hand impressions that people have of Kansas City are largely based on the visual appearance of the central
places where people gather and the major routes along wh ich people travel.

The organization of buildings, planting, lighting and signs convey the images and information which affect people's
opinions of the city and their attraction to the city.

Suggestion B4.1

A feeling of well-being can be strengthened
from a sense of order among groups of
buildings.

In an area with a variety of building types,
materials or forms, a sense of order can be
comprehended where the connections and
relative importance among buildings are
evident.

Technique 84.1 a

Focal points in the city can be identified by
locating places of public significance of sites
of topographical prominence.

A sense of order can be perceived where
major institutions, businesses and centers
are located to provide visual reference
points and express the order of impor-
tance among buildings in the area.

Technique 84.1 b

Moverne nt from one area into another can
be defined by gateways or abrupt changes in
building form

Transition devices help to define order
through a sense of arrival and departure.

Large areas of parking can be improved in
appearance with clear arrival points.
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84
Technique B4.1 c

Buildings of different sizes, shapes and
materials can be unified with similar signs or
other common features.

Order is expressed in this way by empha-
sizing the similarities within a group of
shops or residences.

Technique B4.1 d

Buildings can be arranged to support a
sequence of activities.

The arrangement of shops in a regional
center facilitates a sequential order of
shopping.

The same approach can be applied to free-
standing stores, offices, restaurants, thea-
ters and apartments in order to enable
people to comfortably perform a se-
quence of activities.

Technique B4.1 e

A diverse collection of buildings can be
organized with direct, well-defined paths be-
tween them.

In shopping centers, hospital complexes,
college campuses, downtown and other
areas with a disorienting array of build-
ings, a sense of order can be clarified with
unique paving, lighting and lanscaping on
the connecting pedestrian walks.

Technique B4.1f

Buildings within close proximity can be uni-
fied around an open space focus.

"Positive" outdoor spaces - spaces de-
fined by surrounding buildings - create
a strong sense of order for a group of
buildings by providing a common visual
orientation as well as a common space for
gathering and walking between the build-
ings.
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84
Suggestion B4.2

An abundance of landscaping is appreciated
where people congregate.

The vitality and order of Kansas City are
emphasized by the beauty of seasonal foli-
age, fountains and sculptures in places
where people spend time-on the city's
streets and in its parks, shopping centers,
schools and cultural facilities.

Technique 84.2a

The landscaping on the parkways and boule-
vards can be the standard of quality on
which to base a new ethic for landscaping
Kansas City's commercial streets and free-
ways.

The effect of natural beauty on higher
property values along the city's parkways
and boulevards can be just as beneficial to
properties adjoining the city's commercial
streets and freeways.

Tall, shapely, and fast-growing trees can
have an immediate effect at improving the
appearance of a street.
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84
Technique B4.2b

Shopping centers, schools, cultural facilities
and other centers of activity can be land-
scaped to enhance people's everyday com-
fort and pleasure.

Landscaping can add distinctiveness to
standardized buildings, helping to identify
the importance of a place to its users and
the commitment to the community by its
owners.

Landscaping is most enjoyed in places
where people gather--where it can be felt,
smelled, heard and seen up close. It can
have an inviting effect by defining activity
areas within an open space.

Fountains are especially valuable when
they can be usedlas places to sit or play.

Landscaping is a relatively inexpensive
way to draw attention to the value placed
upon important public investments in a
community.

On school sites, tall, fast growing trees can
provide verticality to help identify the
school as a community focus.
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84
Suggestion B4.3

Lighting can be designed to illuminate paths
and beautify the city at night.

The ability to perceive order and vitality
in the city is as important at night as it is
during the day. While being energy-effi-
cient, lighting can still meet a variety of
perceptual needs.

Technique B4.3a

Low-glare, cutoff fixtures put light onto the
street with a minimal amount of energy and
irritation to motorists.

Reflectors in the fixture direct the light
downward rather than into the sky or into
drivers' eyes.

Glare can also be controlled with fixtures
mounted over the curb to minimize reflec-
tion from wet pavement and with high
mou nting height along freeways and
express parkways.
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84
Technique B4.3b

For orientation and safety, sidewalk lighting
can be included in shopping and other pedes-
trian areas to provide vertical illumination of
people, landscaping and storefronts.

Light from display windows can be
designed to spill onto the sidewalk. Ex-
terior fixtures can be pole, wall or soffit-
mounted.

Color which resemble daylight or incan-
descent spectrums are the most appealing.

Technique B4.3c

Important buildings and landscaping can be
illuminated to express their value and to pro-
vide orientation for nighttime travel.
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84
Suggestion 84.4

Information can be clearly conveyed with a
variety of sign types and locations.

Signs can be designed to be read quickly
and easily and to add beauty and vitality
to an area.

Technique B4.4a

A number of different types of signs can be
coordinated within a field of view.

The five general types of signs, in de-
clining order of safety and business prior-
ity, are:

1. traffic regu latory signs
2. traffic directional signs
3. business identification signs
4. on-premise advertising signs
5. 0 ff -pre m i sea d vert is in g s ign s

(billboards)
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84
The ability of a sign to convey a message
quickly and clearly depends upon the co-
ordination of all the signs within a field of
view. Signs can be coordinated by the
application of guidelines on size, height,
position on a building, repetitiveness and
setback from the street according to the
relative priority of the signs.

Traveler services and, for a temporary
length of time, newly-established busi-
nesses may require more noticeable signs
to catch the attention of people looking
for their services in an unfamiliar location.

Technique 84.4b

Lighted signs can add information and vital-
ity to a nighttime scene when they are in
harrno ny with the surrounding environment.

In most commercial areas, lighted signs
enhance the nighttime environment

- when the contrast between the bright-
ness of a sign and the surrounding dark-
ness is not too great,

- when there is little spillover of light
onto adjacent property, and

- when one sign does not detract from
the visibil ity of other signs with a flash ing,
rotating or excessively large message.

In special amusement areas or advertising
districts where signs are a primary feature,
larger, brighter and more attention-getting
signs can be encouraged.
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64
Technique B4.4c

Messages provided on billboards (off-premise
advertising) can be conveyed in advertising
districts.

Billboards are most appropriate

- in areas of low driver decision-making
requirements,

- where significant landscaping and im-
portant views over the city are not
blocked

- where shops and office bu ildings are
not dominated by the size and height of
the signs, and
- where the signs are not directly visible
from residential areas.

Kansas City's older business centers com-
pete with new business centers outside
the city where billboards are not per-
mitted.
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84
Technique B4.4d

Street name signs can include the basic in-
formation needed for people to reach their
destination.

Street types can be distinguished by suffix
to identify traffic types and through
routes. A "Parkway" or "Boulevard"
carrying non-commercial traffic can be
recognized as distinct from an arterial
"Street", "Avenue", or "Road" which
carries all types of th rough traffic.

A minor residential "Lane", "Terrace", or
"Way" indicates its local nature.

Letters of consistent height can provide
easy legibility from a distance.

Locational coordinates help people find
the general area of their destination.

Where heavily traveled routes shift from
one street to another, route assistance
signs can guide the transition.
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84
Technique B4.4e

Addressesof commercial buildings aswell as
residencescan be easily identifiable day or
night with a standard number plaque located
in the vicinity of the main entrance.

A consistent number style could facilitate
quick emergency responseas well as gen-
eral addressidentification.

Technique B4.4f

The entrances, rates, and operator of a
parking lot can be clearly indicated with a
familiar, standard sign design.

Technique B4.4g

The consolidation of signs, signals, lighting
and street furniture onto common poles can
help to create a clean, uncluttered appear-
ancealong a street.

Technique B4.4h

Signs on construction sites credit the build-
ers of facilities which enhance the city's
livability.

Other symbols of development progress
can include distinctive plaques or flags to
indicate awards for initiating renovation
or new construction of public signifi-
cance.
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84
Technique B4.4 i

Directions to public and semi-public places
and events can be indicated with trailblazers,
aerial sketch maps and event notices.

Trailblazers can help people find schools,
hospitals, commu nity centers, shopping
centers, churches, college buildings and
sports facilities, especially where they are
'not directly visible from a through street.

Trailblazers along busy streets can also
remind people of the diversity of places
where people can partake in the activities
of the city.

Aerial sketch maps in shopping centers,
parking lots and bus stops can reveal the
structure and character of an area for
orientation and to generate community
self-esteem.

Special event notices can be located to be
legible from busy streets and designed to
announce events enthusiastically.

Technique B4.4j

Information can be provided at key points
to improve people's mobility.

Bus routes and schedules can be posted at
useful locations, especially at bus stops.

Kiosks in rest areas with complete traveler
information could be provided to take the
place of billboards along major highways.
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84
Technique B4.4k

A scenic drive can reveal the unique diversity
of Kansas City's character.

A senseof the city's order and vitality can
be gained on a tour which includes all
types of neighborhoods, places of public
significance and the connections between
them.
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The qualities of the city's landscape are
being skillfully used to improve the value of
many successful residential, office and shop-
ping areas in Kansas City.

-Useable open space is being incorpor-
ated into developments along the river
basins.

-Development is being made more desire-
able through sensations of place, orienta-
tion and motion afforded by the hilly
terrain.

-Formal vegetation is being used to en-
hance the value of property.

-Ecological processes are being accommo-
dated to reduce costs and produce
marketable features.

-Projects are being designed to capitalize
on the outdoor livability of Kansas City's
climate.
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Landscape

C1
The river bluffs and basins provide open space settings for recreation and release.

Kansas City's river basins have qualities which are highly suited to recreation and open space conservation. The basins
contain a variety of forests and grasslands. The basins are located throughout the city, close to most neighborhoods.
Open spaces in the basins accommodate rainwater run-off to avoid property damage elsewhere. Most of the properties
adjoining the city's rivers and creeks which are not already publicly owned are in large tract ownerships or temporary
uses, making coordinated open space development possible.

Suggestion CLI

The river bluffs can serve as Kansas City's
"Coastline".

Utilization of the bluffs as the city's
coastline can enhance adjacent neighbor-
hoods with access into parks and woods
and with views over the city.
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Technique C1.1 a

Public paths or drives along the tops of the-
bluffs facilitate access to the recreation and
nature areas in the basins.

Technique C1.1 b

Left forested, the bluffs provide natural
beauty which is visible from near and far.

The forests and rock outcrops on the
bluffs are highly visible because they are
tilted toward the viewer.
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C1
Technique C1.1c

Awareness of the proximity of the bluffs
and river basins can be maintained with vista
points and view corridors.

Pruning of vegetation is sometimes neces-
sary to expose dramatic vistas from streets
along ridges.

Views toward open space can be main-
tained for some distance by arranging
buildings to create view corridors.
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C1
Suggestion Cl.2

Major entrances and transitions can be
dramatized by the topography.

The first impressions of Kansas City for
visitors arriving from the airport are the
spectacular vistas across the Missouri
River basin toward Downtown from both
1-35 and North Broadway.

Technique C1.2a

"Gateway" vistas from highways entering
the city can be enhanced with scenic ease-
ments.

Building, utility and sign encroachments
can be limited within scenic easements.

Technique C1.2b

Scenic easements can be used to maintain
desired vistas where topographic features dis-
tinguish one area from another.
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C1
Suggestion C1.3

The basin floors are suited to all types of
recreation.

Both public and private recreation facili-
ties can be encouraged to locate in the
river basins.

Technique C1.3a

The Blue River Basin has the potential to
accommodate a complete range of recreation
and wilderness uses.

The Blue River is a uniquely undisturbed
river in the midst of 1% million people.

There is potential in the basin for a diver-
sity of open space uses, including:

a. wilderness/wildlife habitats
b. ecology education centers
c. nature-related recreation--hiking, climb-

ing, bicycling, camping, swimming, fish-
ing and cross country skiing

d. sports fields
e. conference retreats
f. art and music retreats
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C1
The river banks can be reclaimed for pub-
lic use and enjoyment where adjacent in-
dustries do not actually use the river.

Utilities, sewers, and flood control tech-
niques can be located and designed to
minimize modifications to the river's
natural state.
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C1
Technique C1.3b

The tributary basins can be designed to link
residential areas together with a neighbor-
hood focus, providing places to gather and
recreation areas next to shops, schools and
offices.
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C1

The tributary basins are linear, maxi-
mizing the number of homes with in walk-
ing distance.

Their narrow shape permits informal sur-
veillance from adjacent properties.

Gillham Parkway is an example of a basin
wh ich serves as a neighborhood focal
point, linking adjacent residential areas
with sports fields, schools and a wading
pool.
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C1
The Country Club Plaza was designed to
focus on Brush Creek, linking it to
development to the south.

Opportunities exist along Indian Creek
to perform similar linkages between
development.
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C1
Technique C1.3c

The banks of the Missouri and Kansas Rivers
can incl ude recreation, entertainment,
educational and residential uses in places
near existing centers.

Human activity can be brought to the
river banks in the Downtown area.

Less accessible stretches of the rivers can
be gradually reforested into wildlife sanc-
tuaries and wilderness recreation areas.
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C2
The rolling hills facilitate an affectionate relationship between urbanization and the
land.
Hills and trees enrich and add value to most types of development.

Suggestion C2.1

Slopes facilitate "monopoly" development
sites ..

J.C. Nichols identified a monopoly site as
one having topography and views which
are distinct from other sites.

Technique C2.1 a

Topographical features such as hilly terrain
and limestone ledges can be retained on a
site to add interest and beauty to a
development, especially where there are few
trees.

Technique C2.1 b

On hillside sites, setbacks need not be great
to achieve the feeling of spaciousness.
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C2
Suggestion C2.2

Desirable sensations of place, orientation
and motion can be created on the rolling
terrain.

Hilly topography offers opportunities for
unique visual compositions from every
vantage point.

Technique C2.2a

Streets can be curved with the topography
to achieve an inviting sequence of views
along a path of travel.

Technique C2.2b

When developments are built into the hill-
side, views over the city can be maintained
from the crown of the hill.
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C2
Suggestion C2.3

Vegetation can enhance development by
clarifying spatial organization.

Different types of landscaping have differ-
ent effects at improving the appearance
and value of a building.

Technique C2.3a

Landscaping can focus attention on the
building itself.

Technique C2.3b

Landscaping can complete a composition.

Technique C2.3c

Landscaping can beckon people to a place.

Technique C2.3d

Landscaping can unify diverse objects.

Technique C2.3e

Landscaping can emphasize the most
important part of a building, such as the
entrance.

Technique C2.3f

Landscaping can hide unattractive objects.
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C2
Technique C2.3g

Landscaping can soften sharp edges.

Technique C2.3h

Landscaping can call attention to a feature.

Technique C2.3i

Landscaping can define space by itself.

Technique C2.3j

Landscaping can be natural sculptures.

Technique C2.3k

"Human scale" planting can reduce the
overwhelming feeling of large buildings.

Technique C2.31

Landscaping can be pruned to resemble
other objects or grown to appear as part of
the man-made structure.

Technique C2.3m

Landscaping can reflect sentiments.

Technique C2.3n

Landscaping can provide aromas, surfaces to
touch and sounds of foliage in motion.
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C3
The landscape is capable of maintaining ecological balance at minimal expense.

Rainwater absorption, soil retention and replenishment, and atmospheric cleansing can be accommodated with sounr
site planning and construction principles.

Suggestion C3.1

With absorptive ground cover, the broad
flood plains are more able to contain flood-
ing caused by urbanization.

Flood control at various points can help
to prevent serious damage at anyone loca-
tion.

Technique C3.1 a

Runoff can be retarded in small tributaries
with check dams, dense natural grasses and a
meandering course to slow the flow of the
water.
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C3
Technique C3.1 b

Upstream reservoirs can contain flash flood
waters,

mi nimizing the need to convert a
beautifu I river downstream

into a channelized storm sewer.
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C3
Suggestion C3.2

Development can be sited to minimize the
alterations to natural drainage which cause
property damage.

Building with the landscape to allow for
natural drainage is popular in the market
place and is less costly to the developer,
subsequent occupants, and the City than
extensive storm sewers.
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C3
Technique C3.2a

Impervious surfaces can be minimized by

- building multi-story rather than single
story units, reducing roof area
-clustering development to reduce the
length of streets
- avoidance of driveway access or curb-
parking along collectors to reduce pave-
ment width
-use of off-street parking to reduce the
width of mi nor residential streets

-locating garages close to the street for a
short driveway length

-utilizing absorptive lattice, gravel or por-
ous pavement

In addition, a hierarchy of streets can be
developed to utilize natural drainage princi-
ples including

-utilization of grass swales to absorb
street runoff. Bollards could take the
place of curbs to keep vehicles from dam-
aging the swales.
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C3
Technique C3.2b

Rooftop collectors can retard runoff until
flooding danger has subsided.

Collectors can also be used for air condi-
tioning, heating and drinking water.

Technique C3.2c

Water retention ponds can regulate runoff
from a large area and can double as recrea-
tion lakes.

Retention ponds are especially useful in
controlling runoff from extensive imper-
vious surfaces, such as shopping center
parking lots, industrial plants or high
density low rise housing.

Technique C3.2d

Steeply sloping sites are not appropriate for
developments which require large level areas
for buildings and parking.

Mass- graded areas are erosion-prone.
Regraded sites with large, flat areas and
long, high retaining walls express a dis-
regard for a Kansas City trademark--its
hills.
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C3
Technique C3.2e

When development on steep slopes is
unavoidable, rather than using excessive cut
and fill,

erosion can be controlled with terracing and
soil-holding ground cover.

Technique C3.2f

Contaminated runoff from gas stations,
dumps and storage areas can be routed into
sanitary sewers.
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C3
Suggestion C3.3

Care during construction can prevent ero-
sion, siltation, flooding and loss of trees.

Precautions can preserve the qualities of
the landscape that add to the market-
ability of a development.

Technique C3.3a

Construction can be scheduled to minimize
the amount of exposed earth at anyone
time.

Technique C3.3b

Disrupted drainageways can be protected
during construction with temporary dikes,
diversion terraces, berms, grasses or
mulching.

Technique C3.3c

Sediment basins can be created where runoff
leaves the construction site.

Basins can later be converted to recreation
ponds.
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C3
Tech n ique C3.3d

Foundations can be located and built to
reflect soil shrink-swell characteristics, to
maintain moisture equilibrium,

and to drain excess rainwater away.

Technique C3.3e

The earlier permanent vegetation is installed,
the sooner it will take root to stabilize the
grading, and add beauty to the development.
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C3
Technique C3.3f

Proper grading, compaction, and surfacing
during and after construction can prevent
the loss of trees.

Streets, sewers and utility lines can be
routed through areas where a minimum of
clearance is necessary.

Trees can be saved on all sides of a build-
ing as long as foundations are kept outside
the root buffer.

Dry wells or low retammg walls can be
used to avoid cut and fill in the root
buffer areas.

If sewers and utilities are unavoidable
within the dripline, it is sometimes best to
locate them directly beneath the tree.

Trees can be saved when there is minimal
disturbance within the root buffer area
according to the type of tree. Trees with
shallow root systems, such as oaks, are
especially sensitive to changes in air and
moisture around their roots and are likely
to die within a few years after an abrupt
change in grading.
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C3
Suggestion C3.4

Trees and ground cover can contribute to
health by releasing natural chemicals and
minerals and by absorbing pollutants.

Trees and ground cover can replenish soil
and atmospheric nutrients and block un-
pleasant sights, sounds and smells of
civilization.

Technique C3.4a

Spreading trees, long natu ral grasses and
r dense ground cover can be planted to aerate
soil, to release oxygen into the air and to
minimize mowing and the use of chemical
fertilizers.

Technique C3.4b

Trees and shrubbery can be located along
freeways and heavily travelled streets to
block unpleasant views and absorb traffic
noise, air pollution and dust.
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C4
Kansas City's climate supports a comfortable lifestyle without excessive energy
consumption.

Microclimates can be created or modified to enhance or control sun or wind through the use of landscaping,
orientation or architectural devices.

Suggestion C4.1

Sunshine can be enhanced indoors and out.

Microclimates can be designed to capture
sunlight with reflection and diffusion
where brightness or warmth is desired.

Technique C4.1 a

Buildings can be positioned to reflect solar
heat for late fall and early spring warmth.

A light-colored, reflective finish on
facades which face the sun can also re-
direct light into dark areas between build-
ings, especially Downtown.
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C4
Technique C4.1 b

If used with care, mirrored glass can reflect
sun into desired outdoor spaces.

Care can be taken to ensure that the re-
flection is not offensive to occupants of
surrounding buildings.

Technique C4.1c

Skylights and glass walls can bring the out-
doors indoors.

Energy-consuming artificial light can be
min im ized with skylights and large
windows.
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Suggestion C4.2

Unwanted sun and glare can be shielded.

Extremes of heat and brightness can be
absorbed, diffused or deflected.

Technique C4.2a

Trees create shade for people in buildings,
plazas, sidewalks and parking lots.

Broad leaves cut down solar radiation by
absorbing light, while thin leaves diffuse
light.

Deciduous trees on the south and west
sides of a building shade the building from
the hot summer sun and allow the winter
sun to pass through.

Shade trees can be grouped along pedes-
trian paths on sidewalks or in parking lots
to prevent the pavement from re-radiating
the the sun's heat back into the air.
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C4
Technique C4.2b

Trees, berms and hedges can shield un-
wanted glare.

A shaded street, parking lot, or walkway
is perceived to be cool because of the dark
colors of the foliage and the absence of
reflected glare off the pavement.
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C4
Technique C4.2c

Spatial features and architectural details can
be employed for protection from the sun.

A rcades; courtyards, north exposures,
roof overhangs, and sunscreens can pre-
vent heat penetration into buildings and
onto pavements. Tents and awnings can
perform a similar function but are remov-
able when sun penetration is desired. Sun
protectors can also provide protection
from rain and snow.
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C4
Technique C4.2d

Lattice paving can be used to minimize pave-
ment temperatures in parking areas not sub-
ject to heavy traffic.

Technique C4.2e

Vines on exterior walls keep interior rooms
cooler.
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Suggestion C4.3

The cooling effect of wind can be either
abated or enhanced.

Devices can be used to maintain stillness
or circulate fresh air within a space.

Technique C4.3a

Breezes can be channeled to freshen both
outdoor and indoor spaces.

Tree canopies can direct cool air through
a plaza.

Wind deflectors and openings on a build-
ing can produce cross-ventilation.
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C4
Technique C4.3b

Berms and fences can be used to create calm
outdoor spaces by blocking winds.

Tennis courts can be protected from
strong winds in this manner.

Slots in a fence prevent eddies while still
effectively slowing the wind.

Technique C4.3c

Evergreens can be located to shield buildings
from cold northwest winter winds.

Technique C4.3d

Winds can be controlled by grouping build-
ings to create bounded plazas and court-
yards.

Crown Center Plaza is bounded by a
variety of horizontal office buildings
which are modulated and terraced to dis-
perse winds in the semi-protected outdoor
spaces on the plaza.

Smaller courtyards, shielded by buildings
on two to four sides can be calm, inviting
nooks in all but the most severe weather.

Sunken cou rts are an even more effective
device for reducing wind in pedestrian
areas, especially in downtown settings
where wind is intensified by tall buildings.
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C4
Suggestion C4.4

Useable energy can be obtained from solar
radiation, wind, and subsurface tempera-
tures.

The forces of nature can be directly con-
verted by users to indoor heating and air
conditioning, hot water, and electricity.

Technique C4.4a

Buildings can be designed for future installa-
tion of solar energy devices.

With the availability of solar energy con-
verters in the near future, it is advanta-
geous to orient roofs to the south to give
roof-mounted solar panels maximum ex-
posure to the sun.

Most central-city homes have roofs with a
southern exposure which will be readily
adaptable to solar energy.
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C4
South-facing rooms can be heated in the
winter with direct sunlight.

Technique C4.4b

Where site conditions permit, structures may
be located partially underground for geo-
thermal insulation.

Sunken courts, skylights, and berming to
elevate the ground can be incorporated
into a building to sharply reduce energy
costs and to provide abundant sunlight,
privacy, and useable roof terraces.

Technique C4.4c

The future placement of windmills is begin-
ning to be considered in site planning at all
scales.

As technology improves, windmills will be
able to provide supplemental electricity
for households and businesses.
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Many of Kansas City's buildings contain
qualities which enhance the city's environ-
ment as a place to live and do business.

-Many older buildings have an attractive
visual appeal.

-Others provide evidence of the city's
history.

-Some buildings and open spaces are
valued as special settings in the life of the
community.

-Several groupings of buildings form
unique districts.

-Many older buildings provide generous,
economical space through sound mainte-
nance practices.

-Many new buildings are built to lasting
standards of quality, reflecting the needs
of users, neighbors and the general public.
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Buildings

01
Kansas City's character is enhanced by buildings with a rich visual appeal.

The appeal of a building is expressed in human terms--how it looks and feels as a place to work, live, shop or play.

Suggestion D 1.1

Evidence of craftsmanship can contribute to
a building's appeal.

The finely crafted buildings of Kansas
City's recent past are a resource for
expressing Kansas City's uniqueness in an
increasingly standardized world.

Technique 01.1 a

Kansas City's heritage of stone and terra
cotta can be preserved in existing buildings
and perpetuated with use on new buildings.

Stone and terra-cotta are durable and
self-cleaning. They symbolize the natural
beauty of the city's rugged terrain.
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01
Technique D1.1b

Carved and crafted wood can be brought to
life with careful cleaning and staining or
painting.

Technique D1.1c

The abundant use of wrought iron fences,
gatesand grilles enhancesthe Spanishflavor
in many parts of the city.

Technique D1.1d

New materials being applied to an older
building can be selected to blend with the
building's original materials.

Aluminum windows and siding which
resemble original wood colors and tex-
tures are available. Room air conditioners
can be located in a side window or con-
cealed so as not to detract from the front
of the building.
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01
Suggestion D1.2

Kansas City's unique architectural styles can
be adapted to contemporary needs.

The appeal of the city's building styles is
derived from a complementary mix of
materials, decorative details and grand
proportions.

Technique D1.2a

Midwestern frame houses can be adapted to
uses which take advantage of their large size.

Homes are suited for large families, offices
and studios in the home, or a duplex
conversion.

Problems often occur when large homes
are converted to apartment buildings.
Original materials are durable for a limited
number of inhabitants. Apartments are
afforded little noise privacy between
single stud walls. Outdoor privacy is not
easily achieved. Hallways can distort the
original room proportions. Front or back
yards often must be consumed with park-
ing, detracing from the appearance of the
neighborhood.

Facades can be renovated with new win-
dows and paint colors which complement
the masonry and emphasize the wood-
work detail.
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01
Technique D1.2b

Bungalows can be adapted to modern life-
styles with modifications to their spread-out,
open plan.

To enlarge the house and create private
outdoor space, additions can be put on in
the rear of the lot in the form of a patio
house.

Additional light and openness to living
rooms behind porches can be attained
with vaulted ceilings and skylights.

Sleeping porches can be converted to
greenhouses, studios, or hobby rooms.

Where front additions are desired, they
can retain the basic roof shapes, window
styles, and proportions of the house.
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01
Technique D 1.2c

Kansas City's porch apartments can be re-
modeled in keeping with their urbane,
stately form.

The intricately carved columns can be re-
vealed by stripping old layers of paint and
repainting to complement the dark brick
facade.

I ncongruous materials such as rough
cedar shakes can detract from the finely
crafted details of the original woodwork.

Living rooms behind the deep porches can
be brightened with larger glass doors and
windows.

Porches can be convertible for early spring
and late fall use with removable window
units, recessed to retain the free-standing
quality of the columns.
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01
Technique D 1.2d

An endangered species, Kansas City's Victor-
ian-era buildings have qualities which can be
restored to meet today's demand for person-
alized space.

The intricate brick textures and patterns
can be restored chemically without sand-
blasting.

High ceilings and tall windows can be
retained or reproduced to provide bright,
spacious interiors.
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01
Technique D 1.2e

With minimal maintenance of their durable
materials, Spanish-style buildings can con-
tinue to provide appealing space for today's
business and lifestyle needs.

The bright ceramic tiles, textu red stucco,
ornate ironwork, and woodcarved corn-
ices add color and cheer to the flavor of
Kansas City.
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01
Technique D1.2f

Retention of the visual contrasts which dis-
tinguish between materials can help to en-
sure the continuing marketability of Tudor
style buildings.

Light-colored stucco provides an effective
contrast to the dark timbers and brick.

Technique D1.2g

Complementary paint colors can draw atten-
tion to the carved wood details, clapboard,
and window dressing that make
Colonial-style buildings appealing.

Technique D1.2h

Additions and modifications to contempor-
ary styles of buildings can complement their
straightforward spatial forms and close rela-
ti onsh i ps between indoor and outdoor
spaces.
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02
Kansas Citians experience their heritage through the evidence of history in the
city's buildings.

Historic buildings offer insight into the future with evidence of the past.

Suggestion D2.1

History can be revealed in buildings and
places associated with significant events or
people.

Technique D2.1 a

A satisfying sense of place-in-time can be felt
by living and working where past events and
modes of living actually took place.

Technique D2.1 b

Kansas City attracts and retains an energetic
population with evidence that the city nur-
tures self-improvement, creativity and
leadership.
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02
Suggestion D2.2

Kansas City has buildings which are
benchmarks in the advancement of design
and technology which can provide examples
for today's architects and builders to follow.

Technique D2.2a

Buildings which were early achievements in
the development of a unique American
architectural style can be preserved for
public education and enjoyment.

Technique D2.2b

Engineering breakthroughs can be preserved
to demonstrate the progress of building tech-
nology in meeting society's economic,
spatial, and aesthetic needs.
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03
Places in Kansas City are revered as special settings in the life of the community.

The city's sense of tradition is partly derived from ongoing activity in special places from generation to generation.

Suggestion 03.1

A feeling of unity among Kansas Citians can
be maintained with places in which all citi-
zens gather.

Technique D3.1 a

A variety of public open spaces provide con-
tinuous settings for entertainment and ex-
change of ideas.

Technique D3.1 b

Privately owned open spaces can serve a
valuable public purpose when cultural and
educational activities are welcomed.
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03
Suggestion D3.2

Traditional commu nity meeting places can
be adapted to contemporary uses.

Traditional meeting places help create a
sense of belonging and a common heritage
arno ng neighborhood residents.

Technique D3.2a

Kansas City's historic churches can be pre-
served for public meetings and education
when no longer needed for religious use.

Distributed throughout the city, historic
church buildings collectively form a
museum of world-wide architectural
styles.

Technique D3.2b

When no longer needed for their original
functions, older schools and public buildings
can be converted to new uses.

Technique D3.2c

As traditional meeting places for children
and adults, movie theaters are readily adapt-
able to a mix of public and commercial per-
forming arts and gatherings when films are
not being shown.
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04
Buildings with a distinctive character gain added value when located in a district of
harmonious buildings.

People enrich their lives by sensing the lifestyles of previous eras revealed in historic districts and building groups.

Suggestion 04.1

The style which makes a district unique can
be brought out with a consistent design
treatment among the buildings.

The style of a district is composed of a
commonality of building type, size, pro-
portion and relationship to the street.

Technique D4.1a

Individual residences can be renovated for
contemporary living within guidelines for
retaining the harmony of the group.

Improvements to facades and yards which
are visible from the street can be limited
to materials, fixtures and furnishings
wh ich resemble the original sty Ie as much
as possible.
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04
Technique D4.1b

New infill housing can be designedto reflect
the marketable character of the neighbor-
hood.

Building sizes, window proportions, roof
shapes, entrance locations, setbacks and
landscaping can be contemporary while
echoing the finest features of the sur-
rounding older buildings.
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04
Technique 04.1 c

Groups of shops or offices can be remodeled
for contemporary business needs in keeping
with the original character of the buildings.

Doors, windows, building materials,
awnings, lighting and paving can be instal-
led which resemble or complement ori-
ginal styles.

Signs can be located on a building as an
integral part of the facade rather than a
later addition.
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04
Technique 04.1 d

New storefronts can be designed to either fit
into already ornate facades or add vitality to
undistinguished buildings.

The functional organization of entrances,
display windows and parking can also be
designed in harmony with the surrounding
group of shops.
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04
Suggestion D4.2

A complementary streetscape can enhance
property values in a district.

The appeal of doing business in an historic
district can be partly attributed to the
visual richness and human scale within the
public rights-of-way.

Technique D4.2a

Consistent and interesting paving materials
add to the experience of walking or driving.

Technique D4.2b

Practical and attractive street furniture
encourages pedestrian use and enjoyment of
the public environment.

Street furniture can include seating,
drinking fountains, information kiosks,
shade trees, ornamental landscaping, trash
receptacles, telephone booths and bus
passenger shelters.
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04
Technique D4.2c

Plazas, widened sidewalks, pedestrianways
and traffic bypasses can be incorporated to
reestablish a pedestrian-oriented
environme nt.
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05
Renovation of sound buildings can be economical.

The structural shell of an older building can be a lasting commodity within which entirely modern spacescan be
created.

SuggestionD5.1

Retention of the original character can im-
prove the marketability of a property.

Many of Kansas City's custom-crafted
older buildings have a competitive advan-
tage over austere newer buildings in an
increasingly.standardized environment.

Technique D5.1a

Visual features which humanize the living
and working environment can be restored to
their original beauty.

Such features include a building's hand-
crafted decoration, rich materials and
grand proportions.

The inherent qualities of a building can
often be enhanced with simple modifica-
tions,

avoiding cover-up modernization.
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05
Technique 05.1 b

Buildings well-located but without a strong
market for their original uses can be reno-
vated with adaptive re-use.

The most imaginative entrepreneurial
technique for maintaining sound buildings
is to adapt them to new uses. Warehouses
can be converted to loft apartments or
shopping bazaars; a train station can be
converted to a museum; churches can be
converted to libraries and community cen-
ters; mansions can be converted to offices
and restaurants.
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05
Technique D5.1 c

Renovation can include provisions for im-
proving pedestrian circulation.

Pedestrian areas can be created from left-
over space behind or between buildings

or on segments of streets which could be
closed to traffic.

The sidewalk along busy arterials can be
widened and weather-protected with an
arcade, created by recessing the first floor
storefront row.
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05
Suggestion 05.2

Undistinguished buildings can be given new
life with creative modernization.

Building renovation can be more econom-
ical than new construction.

Technique D5.2a

The spaces within undistinguished buildings
can be redesigned for new uses.

Warehouses, schools, hospitals and other
large masonry structures can be converted
to new uses which can take advantage of
flexible space, high ceilings, large win-
dows, acoustic separation and fire resis-
tance.

Former service stations can be converted
to other uses, complementing their geo-
metric forms with straightforward im-
provements.

Technique D5.2b

Contemporary finishes can be applied to the
structural frame of an undistinguished build-
ing.
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06
Conservation design in new construction continues Kansas City's tradition of en-
vironmental quality.

Conservation design is the investment in features which directly benefit a building's occupants, neighbors and the
general public.

Suggestion D6.1

The quality of spaces in a building and their
arrangement can enhance the ability of occu-
pants to perform their activities.

Technique 06.1 a

Primary activities can be accommodated
within spaces which are flexible and able to
be personalized.

Technique 06.1 b

Openable windows, skylights and retractable
walls and roofs permit occupants the option
of contact with the outdoors.

Technique 06.1 c

Buildings and their sites can accommodate
spontaneous, informal interaction among
occupants.

We II-designed office buildings include
indoor and outdoor spaces for lunches,
coffee breaks, and informal business meet-
ings in a relaxed atmosphere. Successful
shops and apartments include places to
meet a neighbor.
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06
Suggestion 06.2

The values of the general public and ad-
joining neighbors can be recognized in the
design of a building.

Technique D6.2a

Buildings can make the life of the city
visible.

People like to see what goes on inside a
building, rather than be faced with a
blank wall.

Technique D6.2b

Buildings which express their functions help
to clarify the organization of the city.

Technique D6.2c

Building siting and exterior finishes can be
designed in relation to neighbors.

Outdoor spaces, window openings and
entrances can be related to the topo-
graphy, to previously built buildings, and
to anticipated buildings, creating mutually
beneficial views, ease of access and shared
support facilities.

The relative importance of a building can
be expressed with appropriate materials,
forms and colors.

To maintain harmony among a group of
simi lar buildings, the same design devices
can be used to express identity without
competition for attention.
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	Identity helps to make a neighborhood a desirable place to live. 
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	Convenient shops and services are desirable for both personal business and 
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	The ability to get around easily and safely is essential to neighborhood livability. 
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	Kansas City's business, its livability and its development climate depend upon the 
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	Safe and efficient traffic movement between districts adds to the city's desirability 
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	Kansas City's value is enhanced by its gathering places. 
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	The city is attractive where its order is understandable and its vitality is visible. 
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	The river bluffs and basins provide open space settings for recreation and release. 
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	The rolling hills facilitate an affectionate relationship between urbanization and the 
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	Kansas City's climate supports a comfortable lifestyle without excessive energy 
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	Kansas City's character is enhanced by buildings with a rich visual appeal. 
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	Kansas Citians experience their heritage through the evidence of history in the 
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	Places in Kansas City are revered as special settings in the life of the community. 
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	Buildings with a distinctive character gain added value when located in a district of 
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	Renovation of sound buildings can be economical. 
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	Conservation design in new construction continues Kansas City's tradition of en 
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